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Purpose:  To ensure the safety of all individuals participating in or affected by herbicide use, to minimize the Conservancy’s exposure to liability, to ensure the appropriate and effective application of herbicides as a management tool, and to minimize detrimental effects to the environment.

The Nature Conservancy uses herbicides only when and where they contribute to the perpetuation of species, communities, and ecosystems targeted for preservation or when they provide the most efficient and/or environmentally compatible method for control of plants that 1) could be hazardous to staff and visitors or 2) are legally designated as “noxious” species requiring control.

1)	Herbicides shall be used only in situations where benefits of controlling targeted “pests” outweigh overall risks of using herbicides and other methods are prohibitively expensive, not effective, or more likely to cause unintended damage than the herbicide. 
2)	A herbicide may be used only in a manner consistent with its labeling.
3)	A herbicide may be used only in compliance with all federal, state and local regulations, including those related to licensing and/or certification of applicators, use of protective and safety gear, and posting requirements.

Required practices, described below, are designed to ensure that the Disney Wilderness Preserve’s standards for use of herbicides meet or exceed the U.S. EPA’s Worker Protection Standard for Agricultural Pesticides.

1)	Prior to implementing use of any herbicide, the need for its use relative to management goals shall be described in the Site Management Plan, and/or in a Weed Plan specific to the site.
2)	Only employees or volunteers who are certified/licensed by state and/or local regulations, are authorized to apply herbicides.  
3)	Application techniques, monitoring strategies, and impacts/progress toward goals and required reporting information shall be documented.
4)	Standard safety practices for storage, mixing, transportation, disposal of containers and unused herbicide, and spill management will be followed.
5)	Herbicide containers and related equipment will be stored in a secure containment area away from people, animals and food.  Herbicide containers will be stored closed and inspected periodically.  Hazardous waste will be labeled appropriately and include accumulation start dates.
6)	Additional training required for the proper use and maintenance of personal protective equipment (PPE) and other equipment or required by the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) shall be coordinated.  
7)	The point(s) of contact and threshold size for spills that must be reported shall be verified in advance with the appropriate local agency.   This information and other emergency related information shall be provided to all applicators and initial responders through a written contingency plan.
8)	Directions and contact numbers of the nearest emergency medical treatment facility will be provided to all applicators.
9)	Investigations of herbicide related accidents and receipt of employee suggestions or complaints relating to safety and health issues involving herbicides will be used as a feedback mechanism that can be used to improve the program.
10)	Even if not required on product labels, employees and volunteers shall wear the following protective gear when mixing or applying herbicides:
·	rubber boots or other protective footgear used exclusively for this purpose	
·	protective clothing (long-sleeve shirts and long pants not used for other activities are sufficient, but disposable Tyvek suits should be provided if employees request them)
·	rubber gloves (Tyvek or nitrile gloves are preferred over neoprene)
·	safety glasses or goggles
·	a properly fitted respirator is recommended and shall be provided if requested.
11)	In addition to being certified/licensed as required by state and/or local regulations, volunteers are required to sign consent and release forms.
12)	Decontamination kits must be readily available, and must include two one-gallon (or more) containers filled with potable water, eyewash kits or eyewash bottles with buffered isotonic eyewash, hand or body soap, paper or other disposable towels, a full Tyvek coverall with foot covers, and a map and directions to the nearest medical facility. Whenever possible, those who apply herbicides shall have access (within 15 minutes travel time or at the nearest vehicle access point, whichever is closest) to an eyewash kit and either a 1) shower or large sink, or 2) emergency decontamination and first aid kits.
13)	Treated areas should be closed to public access until they are judged safe for re-entry (or until the herbicide dries or for the minimum period required by the product label, whichever is longer).  Posting is not required in most places, but where it is required (usually by local statute), place notices at points of entry or the perimeter of treated areas.  Posting notices should include a statement that the area has been or will be treated, name of the herbicide, date of treatment, appropriate precautions to be taken or the date when re-entry is judged to be safe, and a phone number for additional information.  Notices should be removed after it is judged safe to re-enter the area.
14)	The Nature Conservancy is required to report all herbicide application activities.  These reports shall include information on site(s), purpose(s), name(s) and amount(s) of product(s) used, name(s) of applicator(s), and licensing requirements for all herbicide applications in the previous 12 months.  In addition, the report shall include the same information, with estimates for the upcoming 12 months.  




Disney Wilderness Preserve Herbicide Related Spill or Injury Contingency Plan

Material Safety Data Sheets for all herbicides used at Disney Wilderness Preserve (DWP) are attached and are also located in the herbicide storage area and in the field hazardous material duffels along with a copy of this plan.

Emergency Response Numbers (DWP Incident Crew Numbers are attached):
Medical:  911
Hospital:  Columbia Medical Center (407) 846-2266 or 933-3633
FL Poison Information Center (24-hour number) 1-800-282-3171
National Response Center (24-hour number) 1-800-424-8802 (spills)
CHEMTREC (chemical information, 24-hour number) 1-800-424-9300
National Pesticide Telecommunications Network (NPTN) 1-800-858-7378
Department of Environmental Protection  (emergency response) (407) 894-7555 
Department of Environmental Protection 1-800-320-0519*

DWP Incident Crew members are authorized, as initial responders, to commit the necessary resources during an emergency.  The crew members are trained to initiate an emergency response sequence by notifying the proper authorities of the emergency and are usually on-site or on call (and can reach the facility on short notice during an emergency).  Medical emergency procedures as outlined in the DWP’s Emergency Action Plan (attached) should be followed.  If an accidental spill reaches the reportable threshold, the site will be secured and appropriate authorities will be contacted.  Reportable threshold quantities are listed in the information kept in the herbicide storage area.  Otherwise, the spill will be cleaned up according to label directives utilizing the spill kits located in the field with the applicator and/or at the herbicide storage area.  Immediately after a spill or other herbicide related emergency, the appropriate DWP personnel will provide for proper management of recovered waste, contaminated soil or other debris, clothing, equipment and any contaminated surface or groundwater.   All herbicide related accidents will be investigated to provide information on how such occurrences can be avoided in the future.  

List of emergency equipment with locations and capability.
Portable eyewash units	initial treatment 	field haz mat duffels
Pure Flow 1000 eyesaline flushing station	15 minute flush	maintenance shed
Chemical decontamination kits	initial treatment	herbicide shed
Spill response kits	for 5-6 gallon spills	herbicide shed
Shower	initial treatment	exterior maintenance shed
First-aid kits	initial treatment–burns	herbicide shed/field
		haz-mat duffles/trucks

All emergency equipment will be cleaned, replaced or otherwise made fit for its intended use before operations resume after an incident.



Herbicide User’s Generalized Check Sheet

Realizing that you are working with chemicals of varying levels of toxicity which can be harmful to you and the surrounding environment, please observe the following guidelines when mixing, transporting or applying herbicides at the Disney Wilderness Preserve.  Remember…Pesticide users are required by law to review and comply with all the conditions set forth in the pesticide label.
  
1.	Coordinate any herbicide activity with the Invasives Program Coordinator (IPC) first.
2.	Take a radio, first aid, spill response and decontamination kit in the haz mat duffel. 
3.	Make sure that the laminated information sheet and clipboard containing emergency contact numbers and directions to the nearest hospital is in the haz mat duffel. 
4.	Use the proper safety equipment.  The label states what safety clothing and equipment are required.  Pant legs should be left outside of boots.  Remove clothing that is contaminated after a spill.  (Protective clothing and equipment shall be decontaminated, cleaned, laundered, maintained or replaced as needed to maintain their effectiveness.)  Inform the IPC of any problems however, minor.
5.	A respirator will be provided for voluntary use or you may provide your own.  In either case, you should consult with the IPC to ensure that the respirator itself does not present a hazard.  
6.	If your clothing becomes wetted with hazardous substances, remove it immediately and proceed to the shower or a decontamination kit whichever is closest.
7.	Drink liquids to prevent dehydration during hot weather.  Halt all activity if you experience respiratory difficulties and/or fatigue.  
8.	Extreme caution should be taken when handling herbicides.  Never open a container at eye level.  Never eat, drink, smoke, or use smokeless tobacco when handling herbicides, and wash immediately if contact with a herbicide is made because some formulations can cause irritation, blisters, blindness and death.
9.	Choosing the correct herbicide and formulation is the first preventative measure to avoid misapplication, leaching, off-site drift, and carry over.  The label should be read  to ensure correct mixing.  All mixing should take place at the herbicide storage area.
10.	Prior to moving or transporting any container, inspect it for leaks.  Transport herbicide containers in an upright and secured position to prevent spillage.  Transport in the bed of a truck or other off road vehicle (MULE or swamp buggy) not in the cab.  Unless you can completely secure the containers (including backpack sprayers containing mixtures) do not use ATVs to transport chemicals. 
11.	Read the Label for correct application instructions.  The application unit should be properly calibrated to deliver the correct amount of product per unit of area.  All precautions should be taken to deliver herbicide to only the target species.  In order to prevent or reduce drift, the spray boom should be at the lowest setting that will still produce a good pattern.  A drift control agent may be added to the herbicide mix.  Do not apply herbicides when the wind is blowing >3 mph.
12.	Keep current on weather conditions and forecasted conditions.  Do not apply herbicides in the rain or if rain is forecasted before the herbicide has time to be absorbed.
13.	Keep all pets, people, and livestock away from the area being treated.  Do not allow anyone to enter the treated area during the restricted entry interval (REI) which varies based on the herbicide.  
14.	Equipment should be rinsed thoroughly following use.  Spray tips and strainers should be rinsed and residue removed.  Always triple rinse all glass, plastic, and metal herbicide containers.  Each time a container is rinsed, it should be one-third full of water before shaking. Report any equipment problems or needed repairs to the IPC immediately.
15.	Always store herbicides in the original container in the locked herbicide area.  Store any unused portions of herbicides mixtures in a clearly marked and closed container.  Include the accumulation start date on the label.  Refer to the product label for the shelf life. 
16.	Read the label for disposal instructions.  Improper disposal of excess herbicide, spray mixture, or rinsate is a violation of the Federal law.  There are no especially designated landfills or incinerators in Florida for disposing of herbicide containers or unwanted herbicides.  Some drums can be re-used and may be returned to the dealer.  Smaller empty containers and unused mixtures will be stockpiled and surrendered to the appropriate collection locations during local hazardous waste collection dates.
17.	Thoroughly wash any vehicles used in the transportation or application process.
18.	Report the type, amount, location, weather conditions, etc. on the form provided and submit to the IPC upon completing the application.
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